
 
 

CONNECTED STUDIOS INNOVATION BRIEF: CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

1. What is the product? What is its role in BBC Online? 

The Weather and Travel News Product consists of two complementary sites. The 

Weather site provides world class weather at local, regional, national and world 

levels, telling the weather story with colour, clarity and context. The Travel News 

site aims to be the UK’s leading destination for updates on traffic and transport 

incidents, helping audiences keep up to date with incidents affecting their journeys 

by road, rail and air. 

2. Who is the audience? What theme or area of the product are we building 

on, exploring or developing? Why will it benefit the audience? 

The Weather and Travel News Products are designed to have universal appeal. Our 

current audiences come to the Weather and Travel Products to find out how Weather 

forecasts and Travel news information will affect them.  

The data used by the Weather and Travel News Product is compatible with data from 

other areas of the BBC as well as other public services and non-profit organisations. 

We want to explore the possibilities that emerge from ‘mashing up’ weather and 

travel news information with other data sets and other parts of BBC online. We know 

that weather and travel incidents can affect a wide range of activities, from sports 

matches and music performances through to gardening and cookery. We believe it 

would be beneficial to BBC Online users to surface relevant weather and travel news 

information when they are visiting other parts of BBC Online.  

3. What have you tried before to solve this problem?  

We currently have weather modules on other BBC sites like the BBC Homepage, but 

these only offer a basic three-day forecast, without context. This is an opportunity to 

do something much more innovative and exciting.  

Creative ‘ways in’ to Weather & Travel news data as starting points: 

1. Weather and Travel routines and rituals 

What routines and rituals do people have around Weather and Travel? When 

does a person need to find this information and how do they find it? What would 

a product that enabled and supported those routines and rituals look like? 

2. Planning around Weather & Travel 

How does Weather and Travel information shape people’s plans? What decisions 

does the weather / travel information influence? What are the onward journeys a 

person makes with weather and travel information? Could we make those 

journeys easier and more fruitful?  

3. The hidden story of weather 

What is the hidden power of weather, what influence does it have over our lives? 

Does it shape the mood of the nation? The prosperity of ‘outdoor industries’? 

What can weather data illuminate about other areas of life? What could our 

product do to illustrate the influence of weather in an interesting way? 

4. The visible story of weather 

What does weather mean to people and when is it a story in itself? How do 

people in the UK communicate about the weather? What could our product do to 

help people share their stories and experiences of weather? How can the 

relationships that people have with weather personalities from TV shape the 

appeal of Weather online? 

 


